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Platform
Drawing on ten years of
empirical work and research,
analyses of how open
development has played out in
practice. A decade ago, a
significant trend toward
openness emerged in
international development.
"Open development" can
describe initiatives as disparate
as open government, open
health data, open science, open
education, and open
innovation. The theory was
that open systems related to
data, science, and innovation
would enable more inclusive
processes of human

development. This volume,
drawing on ten years of
empirical work and research,
analyzes how open
development has played out in
practice.
Is Satire Saving Our
Nation? MIT Press
"In every chapter, Ferris
and Stein use examples
from everyday life and pop
culture to draw students
into thinking sociologically
and to show the relevance
of sociology to their
relationships, jobs, and
future goals. Data
Workshops in every
chapter give students a
chance to apply theoretical

concepts to their personal
lives and actually do
sociology.
Why Knowledge Matters Dark
DeceitThe time of Odin is
over.The Aesir gods now live
among the humans in their
bustling modern cities. Their
brutal dominion over the other
beings of the Nine Worlds may
have ended, but their actions
have not been forgotten.Korvain
is one of the last full-blooded
dark elves, and is feared like no
other. His ruthlessness and cold
heart are legendary, but when he
is given the task of killing one of
the most fabled goddesses of all
time, he is left with an
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undeniable desire to make her his
own. Failure in his task means
only one thing: death. Will he
follow his orders, or will he
follow his heart?Bryn's whole
world crumbled when she left
Odin's service to protect the
other Valkyries. Now living with
the humans, she is the only thing
standing between them and total
destruction. But her beliefs are
about to be shaken to the core
when she meets Korvain--a
volatile, completely irresistible
dark elf who threatens to take
away more than just her
innocence ...Bad Vampire
A beautiful hardback treasury,
containing over fifty fairy tales

from around the world,
introduced by award-winning
author Michael Morpurgo. The
perfect gift for fairy tale lovers of
all ages. This glorious collection
contains much-loved favourites
from Hans Christian Andersen
and the Brothers Grimm, such as
The Little Mermaid, Rapunzel
and Hansel and Gretel, alongside
lesser known fairy tales, such as
the Chinese story of Bayberry,
who rescues his sister, Little Red,
from a devious dragon. Bringing
together amazing stories from
across the world, there are tales
of witches from Russia, tree
ghosts from India, magical moon
spirits from Japan and many

more. Fully illustrated
throughout, with beautiful
colour and line-work images
from iconic Golden Age
illustrators, including Arthur
Rackham, Walter Crane and
Warwick Goble. A sumptuous
480 page gift hardback, complete
with a foiled cut-through cover,
gold foiled edges and a ribbon
marker, The Macmillan Fairy
Tales Collection is a book to
share and treasure. Macmillan
has been publishing children’s
books for over 175 years.
Drawing on Macmillan’s rich
historical archive, The
Macmillan Fairy Tales Collection
contains stories and artwork
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from treasuries first published in
the 1800s and early 1900s. Plus
an informative section about
some of the authors and artists
behind those original collections.
The Macmillan Fairy Tales
Collection Stanford
University Press
The definitive Oxford
Textbook of Palliative
Medicine, now in its fifth
edition, has again been
thoroughly updated to offer
a truly global perspective in
this field of extraordinary
talent and thoughtfulness.
Updated to include new
sections devoted to
assessment tools, care of

patients with cancer, and the
management of issues in the
very young and the very old,
this leading textbook covers
all the new and emerging
topics since its original
publication in 1993. In
addition, the multi-
disciplinary natureof
palliative care is emphasized
throughout the book,
covering areas from ethical
and communication issues,
the treatment of symptoms
and the management of
pain. The printed book is
complemented with 12
months free access to the
online version, which

includes expanded chapter
information and links from
the references to primary
research journal articles,
ensuring this edition
continues to be at the
forefront of palliative
medicine. This fifth edition of
the Oxford Textbook of
Palliative Medicine is
dedicated to the memory of
Professor Geoffrey Hanks,
pioneer in the field of
palliative medicine, and co-
editor of the previous four
editions. A truly
comprehensive text, no
hospital, hospice, palliative
care service, or
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medicallibrary should be
without this essential source
of information.
Divided World,
Divided Class
Penguin
The time of Odin is
over. The Aesir
gods now live among
the humans in their
bustling modern
cities. Their
brutal dominion
over the other
beings of the Nine
Worlds may have
ended, but their
actions have not

been forgotten.
Taer's is haunted
by her dreams, her
guilt and her
desires for
revenge, but when
the one person
she's depending on
to train her in the
art of weaponry
refuses to help,
she has no other
choice but to get
instruction from
the most unlikely
of people. Driven
by an undeniable
desire, Taer finds

herself learning
more than just how
to fight. Eir, the
goddess of healing,
has had her spirit
destroyed with the
death of her twin
at the hands of a
deranged god. Still
struggling with her
loss, she is merely
surviving each day.
That is until a
chance encounter
with a human shows
her that her broken
heart can be mended
in the simplest of
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ways.
International
Arbitration: Law
and Practice ANU
Press
The time of Odin is
over.The Aesir gods
now live among the
humans in their
bustling modern
cities. Their
brutal dominion
over the other
beings of the Nine
Worlds may have
ended, but their
actions have not
been

forgotten.Korvain is
one of the last
full-blooded dark
elves, and is
feared like no
other. His
ruthlessness and
cold heart are
legendary, but when
he is given the
task of killing one
of the most fabled
goddesses of all
time, he is left
with an undeniable
desire to make her
his own. Failure in
his task means only

one thing: death.
Will he follow his
orders, or will he
follow his
heart?Bryn's whole
world crumbled when
she left Odin's
service to protect
the other
Valkyries. Now
living with the
humans, she is the
only thing standing
between them and
total destruction.
But her beliefs are
about to be shaken
to the core when
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she meets Korvain--a
volatile,
completely
irresistible dark
elf who threatens
to take away more
than just her
innocence ...
Fair and Equitable
Treatment United
Nations
Publications
From agriculture to
big business, from
medicine to
politics, The
Cigarette Century
is the definitive

account of how
smoking came to be
so deeply
implicated in our
culture, science,
policy, and law. No
product has been so
heavily promoted or
has become so
deeply entrenched
in American
consciousness. The
Cigarette Century
shows in striking
detail how one
ephemeral (and
largely useless)
product came to

play such a dominant
role in so many
aspects of our
lives—and deaths.
Dark Devotion
BWrite
The perception of
Ethiopia projected
in the media is
often one of
chronic poverty and
hunger, but this
bleak assessment
does not accurately
reflect most of the
country today.
Ethiopia
encompasses a wide
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variety of
agroecologies and
peoples. Its
agriculture sector,
economy, and food
security status are
equally complex. In
fact, since 2001
the per capita
income in certain
rural areas has
risen by more than
50 percent, and
crop yields and
availability have
also increased.
Higher investments
in roads and mobile

phone technology
have led to
improved
infrastructure and
thereby greater
access to markets,
commodities,
services, and
information. In
Food and
Agriculture in
Ethiopia: Progress
and Policy
Challenges, Paul
Dorosh and Shahidur
Rashid, along with
other experts, tell
the story of

Ethiopia's
political,
economic, and
agricultural
transformation. The
book is designed to
provide empirical
evidence to shed
light on the
complexities of
agricultural and
food policy in
today's Ethiopia,
highlight major
policies and
interventions of
the past decade,
and provide
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insights into
building resilience
to natural
disasters and food
crises. It examines
the key issues,
constraints, and
opportunities that
are likely to shape
a food-secure
future in Ethiopia,
focusing on land
quality, crop
production,
adoption of high-
quality seed and
fertilizer, and
household income.

Students,
researchers, policy
analysts, and
decisionmakers will
find this book a
useful overview of
Ethiopia's
political,
economic, and
agricultural
transformation as
well as a resource
for major food
policy issues in
Ethiopia.
Contributors: Dawit
Alemu, Guush
Berhane, Jordan

Chamberlin, Sarah
Coll-Black, Paul
Dorosh, Berhanu
Gebremedhin,
Sinafikeh Asrat
Gemessa, Daniel O.
Gilligan, John
Graham, Kibrom
Tafere Hirfrfot,
John Hoddinott,
Adam Kennedy, Neha
Kumar, Mehrab
Malek, Linden
McBride, Dawit
Kelemework
Mekonnen, Asfaw
Negassa, Shahidur
Rashid, Emily
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Schmidt, David
Spielman, Alemayehu
Seyoum Taffesse,
Seneshaw Tamiru,
James Thurlow,
William Wiseman.
Food and
Agriculture in
Ethiopia Harvard
Education Press
It will take more
than tough love to
scare away the
perfect guy . . .
My co-workers call
me tough, and
they’re right.
Rising to the

position of Creative
Director at one of
Sydney’s award-
winning advertising
agencies is not for
the faint-hearted.
But try telling
that to my
girlfriends. They
think I’ve got a
softer side and are
convinced they’ve
found me the
perfect guy—John
Hart. They should
know better. I’ve
always been open
about my rules. I

don’t do
relationships, I
don’t invite men
home, and I never
stay the night.
When John gets me
an invitation from
one of New York’s
leading galleries
to exhibit my
artwork, I don’t
know whether to
kiss him or
strangle him.
Kissing him is
tempting, but I’m
leaning towards
strangling him
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because John thinks
I’ve got the chance
of turning my
secret passion into
a career.
Obviously, he’s
insane and he’s not
my perfect guy. My
perfect guy
wouldn’t interfere
in my life this
way. Or ask me to
risk the safety of
my advertising
career. Then he
accuses me of being
scared. And I’m
starting to wonder

if maybe he’s right
. . .
A Stolen Season
Springer Science &
Business Media
In 1878, two young
stage magicians
clash in a darkened
salon during the
course of a
fraudulent seance,
and from this
moment they try to
expose and outwit
each other at every
turn
Cognitive Behavior
Therapy in Clinical

Social Work Practice
Basic Books
A rookie cop. A team
of supernatural
detectives. A shifter
with some impulse
control issues. My
name is Cat McKenzie,
and I thought wood
sprites weren't a
thing. Apparently,
they are. Fun fact:
they enjoy eating
carrion which was how
I discovered the body
of a hunter in the
woods. The local
werewolf pack confirms
it's a bad wolf doing
the biting. Add two
more to the body count
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and we have a furry
serial killer on our
hands. Life can't be as
easy as that though.
From new recruits at
PIG to questions about
mine and my sexy-as-sin
partner's connection,
I'm left trying with
more questions than
answers. Murderous will-
o'-the-wisps, dryads
and a thieving harpy...
could life get any
crazier?

Bad Wolf: A Snarky
Paranormal
Detective Story A
Cat McKenzie Novel
Critical Pedagogy

addresses the
shortcomings of
mainstream
educational theory
and practice and
promotes the
humanization of
teacher and
student. Where
Critical Pedagogy
is often treated as
a discourse of
academics in
universities, this
book explores the
applications of
Critical Pedagogy
to actual classroom

situations. Written
in a straight-
forward, concise,
and lucid form by
an American high
school teacher,
drawing examples
from literature,
film, and, above
all, the everyday
classroom, this
book is meant to
provoke thought in
teachers, students
and education
activists as we
transform our
classrooms into
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democratic sites.
From grading to
testing, from
content area
disciplines to
curriculum planning
and instruction,
from the social
construction of
knowledge to
embodied cognition,
this book takes the
theories behind
Critical Pedagogy
and illustrates
them at work in
common classroom
environments.

Agonistics Mike
Majlak
WHAT DOES IT MEAN
TO BE HUMAN WHEN
HUMANITY IS GONE?
As a former US Army
Ranger, Elliot is
used to getting the
hard tasks. In the
post-collapse
wasteland of
Tasmania, it's hard
enough to survive
when you're going
it alone. So when
Elliot is made
responsible for
orphaned boy Lewis,

a hard task gets
even harder. Hunted
by the men who
murdered Lewis's
family - as well as
by the teeming
undead - Elliot
tries to teach the
boy what it takes
to survive in this
harsh new world.
He's not sure Lewis
has what it takes
to make it. As the
body count rises
and the undead
close in, Elliot's
not sure he does
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either. *** "Keen
and moving
storytelling, an
edge-of-the-seat
thrill ride of a
plot, and an ending
that you won't see
coming. Add this
one to your reading
list." Kevin
Ikenberry, author
of The Protocol War
series "A story
exposing tendon and
bone, as well as
the very essence of
humanity.
Doomsday's Child is

compelling reading.
If you love zombie
fiction, then this
is for you, and if
zombies aren't your
thing, get it
anyway, as you
might just be
surprised." Lee
Murray, author of
Into the Mist and
Hounds of the
Underworld "A white
knuckle ride
through apocalyptic
Tasmania, tense
storytelling you'd
normally catch on

The Walking Dead,
and that ending...
wow! Here's hoping
there's a sequel."
Ian Welke, author
of The Whisperer in
Dissonance and End
Times at Ridgemont
High.
Erinland Vixen
Publishing
Edited by a leading
social work authority
and a master CBT
clinician, this first-
of-its-kind handbook
provides the
foundations and
training that social
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workers need to master
cognitive behavior
therapy. From
traditional techniques
to new techniques such
as mindfulness
meditation and the use
of DBT, the
contributors ensure a
thorough and up-to-date
presentation of CBT.
Covered are the most
common disorders
encountered when
working with adults,
children, families, and
couples including:
Anxiety disorders
Depression Personality
disorder Sexual and
physical abuse

Substance misuse Grief
and bereavement Eating
disorders Written by
social workers for
social workers, this
new focus on the
foundations and
applications of
cognitive behavior
therapy will help
individuals, families,
and groups lead
happier, fulfilled, and
more productive lives.
Winter Wolf
Kersplebedeb
In the dark, empty
space between solar
systems, something
lies in wait. It's
pretty easy being a

ship kid. The hardest
bit about it is
spending a couple of
decades in stasis/sleep
while your ship travels
to the next solar
system. Except Kuma
just got kicked out of
stasis early. And he's
alone. All. Alone.
Except for the fug.

R is for Ricochet
Springer Publishing
Company
Saxom is dead. The
vampires know this.
Anthony Hancock,
Director of the Joint
NSA/Homeland Security
Department, knows it
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as well. Tony and the
vampires are now on
the hunt for Saxom's
brood, all of whom
are determined to
avenge their sire's
death. Neither Tony
nor the vampires are
aware of the other's
efforts to search out
these rogues, who may
number in the
hundreds at the very
least. Tony holds
information the
vampires don't—he
knows that Xenides,
Saxom's eldest
vampire child, has

allied with
terrorists (both
foreign and
domestic). Tony also
neglects to provide
vital information to
Wlodek when he
requests Lissa's
help. While
struggling to recover
from a near-fatal
bout with the sun,
Lissa fails to
understand why Wlodek
willingly sends her
away on assignment so
quickly. With very
little information
provided to her,

Lissa is forced to
face an enemy more
deadly than anyone
can imagine and
unravel a plot that
could kill millions.
Our Finest Hour Amazon
Children's Publishing
International
Arbitration: Law and
Practice (Third
Edition) provides
comprehensive and
authoritative coverage
of the basic
principles and legal
doctrines, and the
practice, of
international
arbitration. The book
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contains a systematic,
but concise, treatment
of all aspects of the
arbitral process,
including international
arbitration agreements,
international arbitral
proceedings and
international arbitral
awards. The Third
Edition guides both
students and
practitioners through
the entire arbitral
process, beginning with
drafting, enforcing and
interpreting
international
arbitration agreements,
to selecting
arbitrators and

conducting arbitral
proceedings, to
recognizing, enforcing
and seeking to annul
arbitral awards. The
book is written in
clear, accessible
language, suited for
both law students and
non-specialist
practitioners, as well
as more experienced
readers. This highly
regarded work addresses
both international
commercial arbitration
and the related fields
of investment and state-
to-state arbitration
and is essential
reading for any student

of international
arbitration and any
practitioner seeking a
complete introduction
to the field. The Third
Edition has been
comprehensively updated
to include recent
legislative amendments,
judicial decisions and
arbitral awards. Among
other things, the book
provides detailed
treatment of the New
York Convention, the
UNCITRAL Model Law on
International
Commercial Arbitration,
all leading
institutional
arbitration rules
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(including ICC, SIAC,
LCIA, AAA and others),
the ICSID Convention
and ICSID Arbitration
Rules, and judicial
decisions from leading
jurisdictions. The
Third Edition is
integrated with the
author’s classic
International
Commercial Arbitration
and with the online
Born International
Arbitration Lectures,
enabling students,
teachers and
practitioners to
explore particular
topics in more detail.
About the Author: Gary

B. Born is the world’s
leading authority on
international
arbitration and
litigation. He has
practiced extensively
in both fields in
Europe, the United
States, Asia and
elsewhere. He is the
author of International
Commercial Arbitration
(Kluwer Law
International 3rd ed.
2021), International
Arbitration and Forum
Selection Agreements:
Drafting and Enforcing
(Kluwer Law
International 6th ed.
2021), International

Commercial Arbitration:
Cases and Materials
(Aspen 3rd ed. 2021)
and International Civil
Litigation in United
States Courts (Aspen
6th ed. 2018).
Making Open
Development Inclusive
Kluwer Law
International B.V.
In Why Knowledge
Matters, influential
scholar E. D. Hirsch,
Jr., addresses
critical issues in
contemporary education
reform and shows how
cherished truisms
about education and
child development have
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led to unintended and
negative consequences.
Hirsch, author of The
Knowledge Deficit,
draws on recent
findings in
neuroscience and data
from France to provide
new evidence for the
argument that a
carefully planned,
knowledge-based
elementary curriculum
is essential to
providing the
foundations for
children’s life success
and ensuring equal
opportunity for
students of all
backgrounds. In the

absence of a clear,
common curriculum,
Hirsch contends that
tests are reduced to
measuring skills rather
than content, and that
students from
disadvantaged
backgrounds cannot
develop the knowledge
base to support high
achievement. Hirsch
advocates for updated
policies based on a set
of ideas that are
consistent with current
cognitive science,
developmental
psychology, and social
science. The book
focuses on six

persistent problems of
recent US education:
the over-testing of
students; the
scapegoating of
teachers; the fadeout
of preschool gains; the
narrowing of the
curriculum; the
continued achievement
gap between demographic
groups; and the
reliance on standards
that are not linked to
a rigorous curriculum.
Hirsch examines
evidence from the
United States and other
nations that a
coherent, knowledge-
based approach to
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schooling has improved
both achievement and
equity wherever it has
been instituted,
supporting the argument
that the most
significant education
reform and force for
equality of opportunity
and greater social
cohesion is the reform
of fundamental
educational ideas. Why
Knowledge Matters
introduces a new
generation of American
educators to Hirsch’s
astute and passionate
analysis.

Blood Sense
Entangled: Select

Historical
Even a relationship
junkie knows not to
date her best
friend’s brother . .
. I’ll admit, fleeing
the country after a
Frenchman’s romantic
proposal wasn’t one
of my finest moments.
Now that I’m back in
Sydney, my
girlfriends have
announced that I’m a
relationship junkie
with commitment
issues and want me to
swear off men for six
months. Ouch. Their

extreme
rehabilitation plan
involves a weekly
girls night so they
can pick apart my
colorful relationship
history. And it gets
worse—my best friend
Maddy is including
her older brother for
a male opinion. I
never noticed how
gorgeous Max is
before. When we were
growing up, he was
always kind of shy
and nerdy, but now he
seems to have no
trouble speaking his
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mind. And did I
mention he’s sweet,
too? I don’t know
what my girlfriends
are so worried about,
though. I can totally
survive six months
without a guy. And
it’s not like I’d be
tempted by Max—Maddy
would kill me. Except
I hadn’t counted on
him being quite so
irresistible. Or my
past relationship
history coming back
to torment me. Please
send help . . .

Black Dahlia &

White Rose
University of
Pennsylvania Press
Focuses on a very
significant psycho-
cultural concept
(that of
"agonistics" or
"contestatory
creativity") with
ramifications in
several areas of
the postmodern
debate: cultural
philosophy,
psychologies of
race, gender and
the body, and

narratology.
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